
Question Option1

Research is search for      ___                                          solution  

Applied research is___ result oriented

Research design is a  ___         of the whole research activity blueprint

Sampling involves both design choice and      ___    size. research

In multiple choice questions, choice given in restricted to __ few alternatives

Sample is a small representative of the ___ total

For telephone survey , the questionnaire should be___ long

Pilot questionnaire is followed by   ___  questionnaire. final

.    ___ is one type of  social media. facebook

Editing of data is a   ___   job. research

     ___   is the middle value. Mean

Interpretation is the    ___      of the research process. basis

Analysis of data confirms that the data is legitimate

Editing of data required ___staf. Qualified

A code is a     ___ which stands for each type of reply. command

Interpretation must maintain   __    among different types of  data. descipline

Data processing is the conversion of   ____ to meaningful information. primary data

____ analysis determines a cause for an effect. Desdriptive

Bibliography is included in the     ___ of the report. preliminary contents

A good report should be ___ subjective

Footnotes basically offer convenience to ___ researchers

Research abstract is a summary of     ___ report. research

Report writing is the     ___  of research activity. concluding part

  ___  constitute the heart of research report. Recommendations

___ contains the source of every reference incorporated in the research report. Footnote



Option2 Option3 Option4 Answer

answer knowledge Problem knowledge

solution oriented customer oriented quality Orianted result oriented

plan structure design blueprint

sample qualitative price sample

large alternatives limited alternatives None of the above few alternatives

whole majority smallest quantity whole

short detailed comprehensive short

first second pilot non of them final

mobile phonebook Pagger facebook

academic critical Eassy critical

Median Mode all of them Median

climax ground starting climax

superfluous exact Correct Correct

academic critical useful Qualified

symbol guideline process symbol

control balance positive balance

secondary data raw data non of them raw data

Inferential Casual formal Casual

main body concluding part middle part concluding part

objective defective biased subjective

readers respondents research staff readers

technical audit popular research

starting point main part unimportant part concluding part

Findings Conclusions Sugesation Conclusions

Bibliography Abstract title


